A new mathematical model of a general autoimmune disease is presented. Basic information about autoimmune diseases is given and illustrated with examples. The model is developed by using ideas from the kinetic theory describing individuals expressing certain functions. The modeled problem is formulated by ordinary and partial equations involving a variable for a functional state. Numerical results are presented and discussed from a medical view point.
Introduction
Among the tasks of the human immune system is the defence and protection of the organism from the invasion of foreign pathogens (viruses, bacteria, helminths, fungi, protozoa, etc.), the neutralization of extracellular invaders, the destruction of infected and degenerated own cells and so forth. In order to function properly, the immunological system should discriminate between own cells and foreign agents. The defend system must not attack healthy own cells, tissues and organs. This feature is known as "immune tolerance" [1, 2] .
However sometimes the mechanisms of immunological tolerance fail. Then the defence system attacks and destroys some of its own healthy cells and other structures. This can result in a disorder called autoimmune disease. Depending on the organs attacked by the immune system, more than 80 autoimmune diseases are known. Among them are insulin-dependent diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis (RA) and psoriatic arthritis, disseminated sclerosis (known also as multiple sclerosis (MS)), myocarditis, autoimmune hemolytic anemia, psoriasis, pancreatitis, lupus (known also as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)), Crohn's disease, ulcerative colitis, celiac sprue (gluten-sensitive enteropathy), autoimmune thyroid diseases-Graves' disease (thyroid overactivity), Hashimoto's thyroiditis (thyroid underactivity) and many others [2, 3] .
The opinion of the contemporary medicine concerning the causes of the autoimmune diseases is that they are multifactorial. It is believed that the autoimmune diseases are determined by multifaceted factors. They include environmental triggers (chemicals, heavy metals, bacterial and viral infections, mold etc.), genetic predispositions, sedentary habits, socioeconomic and emotional stress, drugs and so forth [3] [4] [5] . Many authors mention also the possible role of diet (the food quality, gluten consumption, vitamin D deficiency etc.) and gut dysbiosis for the development of autoimmune disorders [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Numerous immunological studies have been devoted to clarification of the role of infections in processes related to the failure of the self-tolerance of the immune system. Various pathogenic agents such as viruses, bacteria, fungi, parasites and so forth have been shown to participate in the development of autoimmunity [3, 10] . For example, Streptococcus pyogenes bacteria has been associated with rheumatic fever [11, 12] , enteroviruses-with insulin-dependent diabetes [11, 13] , the hepatitis C virus has been shown to be able to trigger chronic liver disease and mixed cryoglobulinemia [14] [15] [16] , the Epstein-Barr virus-to induce SLE, RA, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, type 1 diabetes, MS, celiac disease and inflammatory bowel disease [14, [17] [18] [19] .
Over the last decades a rapid growth of autoimmune diseases was observed in the developed countries. This led D. Strachan to a controversial idea called the "hygiene hypothesis" [11, 14, 20, 21] . The idea consists in associating the rise of autoimmune disease incidence with the following from the better personal cleanliness lower rates of childhood infections. The hypothesis states that the immune system needs to be trained by multiple interactions with pathogenic agents in order to function correctly.
There is evidence that various natural and acquired immune components and mechanisms are involved in the processes of autoimmune diseases. For example, the infiltration of non-specific monocytes and macrophages in diseased tissues is often observed in the course of autoimmune diseases as well as the participation of specific antibodies, B and T cells and so forth [22] [23] [24] .
This paper presents a new model of a general autoimmune disease for studying some mechanisms of autoimmune diseases, particularly the pathogenic role of viruses. The proposed model is a nonlinear system of Boltzmann-type equations.
During the last decades many mathematical models have been proposed for studying the mechanisms of the interactions between immune system and infectious agents. Some of them are related to autoimmune disorders, see among others the models in References [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] and references therein. The model presented in Reference [29] is developed within the framework of idiotypic networks. Most of the remaining deterministic models use ordinary differential equations describing populations which are assumed to be homogeneous. Taking into account immunological evidence that often the populations involved in interactions during the autoimmune reactions are heterogeneous [11, 21, 23, 31] , in the presented model the activity of interacting individuals is also considered.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the the mathematical models of kinetic type. Further, the new model of autoimmune disease is described. Results of numerical experiments are given in Section 3. In the concluding Section 4 some remarks are presented.
Mathematical Model

Kinetic-Type Models
General Description
The presented model of a general autoimmune disease is developed by the use of ideas from the kinetic theory of active particles (in short KTAP)). It uses mathematical structures similar to statistical mechanics and phenomenological theory of gases, in particular Boltzmann-type equations. Within this framework a system of one or several large populations of interacting individuals characterized by an additional continuous or discrete variable describing their functional state, is considered. The introduction of this inner characteristic of the interacting entities makes this approach very suitable for describing the non-homogeneity often observed in complex living systems, see for example References [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] and references cited therein. In many cases the space and velocity variables of the modeled systems are homogeneously distributed or have no relevant meaning for the interactions [32, 33, 36] .
Often it is possible to divide the system under consideration into several subsystems where the individuals have the same functional state [37, 38] .
Examples
The KTAP has been actively used for modeling phenomena not only in physics (see e.g., Reference [39, 40] ) but also in many other areas of applied and life sciences, for example in the political [41] , economic and social [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] systems, psychological interactions [48] , the dynamics of crowds [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] and swarms [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] , traffic flow [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] and so forth.
Examples of applications of KTAP in biology are modeling of wound healing and disease [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] , cancer dynamics [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] and multi-cellular dynamics [80, 81] .
Some of these models are formulated within the so-called thermostatted KTAP developed recently in a series of papers, see for example, References [36, [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] and the references therein.
Functional State of Active Particles
The variable describing the inner functional states of the interacting individuals represents the function, strategy, type of behaviour, purpose or activity expressed by the interacting entities (particles). Often it is named "state of activity" (or "activation state"), which explains the term KTAP. The introduction of the microscopic functional states allows to account for heterogeneity of the corresponding subsystems. The functional states describe specific characteristics of the system (or its subsystems) under study.
For example, in models describing pedestrian/crowd dynamics, the functional (activation) state can be related to walking ability or walking strategy of pedestrians [50, 51, 53, 67] depending on such characteristics of the environment as the quality of the road, light, interactions with other pedestrians, possible danger and so forth and their own emotional and physical state (including stress, panic, etc).
One of the first applications of KTAP to biology was the model by Jäger and Segel [91] describing the interactions between a general population of insects. The functional state there is the dominance governing their social dynamics and depending on the results of their encounters.
As an example of a decomposition of a complex system into several interacting functional subsystems can be considered can be considered. The model [69] describing fibrosis disease and in particular the process of keloid formation represents an example how a decomposition of a system into several interacting functional subsystems can be performed. In this model, the activity of normal-fibroblast cells and keloid fibroblast cells describes their ability to proliferate. The functional state of activated viruses refers to the value of their aggressiveness in regard to their proliferative capability. The functional state of immune cells describes their degree of activity and of responsiveness to pathogens. The activity of malignant cells refers to the magnitude of their progression capability.
Another example of a decomposition of a complex system into several interacting functional subsystems is the model [28] describing the development of autoimmune diseases. The model describes the competition between host cells, foreign cells, antigen presenting cells (APC) that do not expose any antigen on their surface, APC that expose a certain antigen on their surface, naive and active T cells. It is assumed that the population of APC that are not exposing any antigen are homogeneous with respect to their activation state. The functional state of the host cells and of the foreign cells refers to their antigenic expression. The activity of the structured population of APC denotes the antigen exposed by them. The functional state of the non-active T lymphocytes identifies their cognate antigen. The activity of the activated T cells stands for their target antigens.
Kinetic-Type Model of Autoimmune Disease
The Main Biological Assumptions
The main goal of the proposed mathematical model is to investigate the pathogenic impact of viruses and damaged cells for the autoimmune disorders.
One of the main mechanisms leading to such autoimmune diseases as type 1 diabetes, MS, primary biliary cirrhosis, SLE and so forth is the so-called molecular (or antigenic or epitopic) mimicry due to viral infection [12, 25, 26] .
This phenomenon may occur when the peptides of foreign pathogens are similar to those of the host peptides. Such similarity can trigger an immune response not only to the pathogens but also to the host constituents with similar protein structure or shape. Thus we observe a cross-reaction of the immune system with self-antigens which can lead to damaging of self cells. The damaged cells can release other sequestered antigens that can be attacked by immune cells. Thus the autoimmune response can be enhanced leading to a prolonged disorder due to the continuous production of self-antigens becoming targets for the immune cells.
In order to analyse some pathogenic properties of viral infections for autoimmunity, the presented model describes the interactions between the following three populations:
1. host cells, denoted by the subscript h; 2. immune cells, denoted by the subscript i; 3. viral particles with molecular mimicry, denoted by the subscript v.
In the model it is supposed that certain viral infection leads to damage of some healthy host cells. This triggers a cross-reactive immune response. Specific immune cells are produced and activated, which can attack and destroy healthy cells possessing an antigen similar to the antigen presented by the viruses. In the model it is assumed that the healthy host cells can be produced from sources within the organism, for example in the thymus as well as due to the proliferation of existing healthy cells. It is supposed that the proliferation of existing healthy host cells is described by a logistic-like gain term. Immune cells are able to damage healthy cells, which also decay due to their natural death.
The immune cells can be produced due to self-antigens presented by damaged host cells as well as due to the presence of viral agents. It is assumed that it is more probably that the newly produced immune cells are with low activation states and they need some time in order to be activated. Immune cells are supposed also to be able to destroy virus particles.
Description of the Kinetic Model of Autoimmune Disease
It is assumed, that the general process of autoimmunity is modeled by a system consisting of three functional subsystems interacting with each other. They correspond to the populations described in the previous subsection. Due to the observations that the particular viral populations are homogeneous with respect to their ability to trigger an immune response, in the model it is supposed that the functional subsystem of the viruses is unstructured.
The remaining two functional subsystems of the host cells and of the immune cells are assumed to be structured, that is, to be able to express a specific biological function. The functional state of the population of the host cells is represented by the discrete variable u h , whose value is equal to 1 if the corresponding host cell is healthy and is equal to 0 if the corresponding host cell is damaged.
The functional state of the population of immune cells is represented by the continuous variable u i that spans the interval [0; 1]. The activation states of the immune cells refer to their capability to damage healthy host cells. Increasing values of the activity denote the capability to damage more healthy cells.
The assumption the activities of the immune cells to be represented by a continuous variable is due to the large number of active individuals participated in the functional subsystem of immune cells. The macroscopic state of the unstructured population of the viral particles is characterized, at time t, by their concentration n v (t).
The states of the structured populations are modeled, at time t, by their probability density functions f h (t, u) and f i (t, u).
The concentrations of the structured populations can be determined from the relations
The present model is a modification of the kinetic model of autoimmune diseases proposed in Reference [92] . Here, the populations of target cells and damaged cells are described as only one population of host cells. The functional state of host cells may either be healthy or damaged.
Following the general suggestions for creating models within the KTAP [33] , the dynamics of the system under consideration is modeled through derivation of evolution equations for the probability density functions of the structured subsystems as well as for the density of the unstructured subsystem.
To model the interactions between active particles belonging to the subsystems one can equate the variation rates of the numbers of active particles with the sums of inlet flux rates due to the proliferative interactions and outlet flow rates due to the destructive interactions described in the previous subsection. In addition, conservative interactions allowing the time change of the variable u i should be taken into account.
As a result, the following system of ordinary and partial integro-differential equations is obtained for the present model:
with non-negative initial conditions
Naturally, the parameters in the system (2)-(4) should be non-negative. Equation (2) describes the time change of the distribution density f h (t, u h ) of the host cells. The participating parameters have the following meaning:
• S h (t) − d ht f h (t, 1) models the birth rate of healthy host cells from sources within the organism: it is assumed that their production is limited by the amount f h (t, 1) of healthy cells present in the organism; • p h characterizes the proliferation rate of the healthy host cells; • H Max refers to the concentration of the healthy cells at which their proliferation turns off; • d ht describes the natural mortality rate of the healthy cells; • d hi describes the rate of damaging of the healthy cells by the immune cells; • d hd is the natural mortality rate of the damaged host cells.
Equation (3) describes the evolution of the distribution density f i (t, u i ) of the immune cells. The participating parameters have the following meaning:
• p id is the birth rate of immune cells due to the presence of self-antigens presented by damaged host cells; • p iv is the birth rate of immune cells due to the presence of viruses; • d i is the natural mortality rate of the immune cells;
• the factor 1 − u i is related to the assumption that the state of activity of the newly produced immune cells is low and they need time for activation; • Due to the viral infection and certain cytokines and chemokines released by the damaged cells the activity of the immune cells can increase. The raising of the functional state of the immune cells is described by the conservative term c i 2
not change the concentration of the immune cells.
Equation (4) describes the evolution of the the concentration n v (t) of the viral particles. The participating parameters have the following meaning:
• p v is the rate of replication of viruses; • d vi is the rate of destruction of the viruses due to the immune response; • d vv is the natural mortality rate of the viruses.
Consider the following spaces:
By the use of standard arguments it is easy to verify the validity of the following statement:
The solution possesses the property:
Results of Simulations
The computational algorithm for solving the Cauchy problem corresponding to (2)-(4) includes the discretization of Equation (3) regarding the activation state u i ∈ [0, 1] by uniform mesh. The included integrals are calculated by using the Simpson's rule.
The corresponding system of ordinary differential equations has been solved for various parameter sets by the use of the Matlab ODE suite [93] .
The assumption for the initial conditions has been that there is a certain amount of healthy host cells and small amounts of immune cells with equally distributed states of activity:
The following values of parameters have been used: S h (t) = 10, ∀t ≥ 0, H Max = 100000, p h = 0.5, d ht = 0.2, d hi = 0.1, d hd = 0.8,
and various values of parameter p id describing the rate of production of immune cells due to damaged cells.
The numerical experiments have been aimed at studying the effects of damaging ability of the immune cells activated against healthy self-cells by viral infection.
First, the case without virus infection is considered setting n v (0) = 0 and assuming that there is no damaged cells before the infection f h (0, 0) = 0 and p id = 0. The dynamics of the concentrations of the healthy cells is shown in Figure 1 . After initial growth, the healthy cells remains at high levels due to the absence of autoimmune reaction in this case.
In the further considerations it is assumed that initially small amounts of damaged host cells and viruses are present in the organism, by setting:
The results of numerical experiments show that for low values of the rate of production of immune cells due to damaged cells p id the autoimmune reaction is weak and the concentration of healthy cells remains at high levels, see Figure 2 where p id = 0.00006. In such cases autoimmune disorders are not observed or are very mild.
The results of numerical experiments show that for higher values of parameter p id the cross-reaction of the immune system with self-antigens becomes very strong and damages a large amount of healthy cells. The result for p id = 0.00010 is shown in Figure 3 . One can see that in this case almost the half of the population of healthy cells is damaged. Such situation corresponds to a very severe autoimmune disease with possible lethal effect.
The performed numerical experiments show that p id is a bifurcation parameter. It separates two different dynamics of the solutions. When the value of p id is lower or equal to p id = 0.00016, the solution is stable and tends to equilibrium while when it is greater than the value p id = 0.00016, the solution is oscillating. In Figures 4 and 5 the concentrations of healthy cells for values p id = 0.00016 and p id = 0.00040 are shown for illustration. The cases with periodic flare ups can be considered autoimmune diseases characterized with repeated periods of dormancy of the autoaggressive immune cells and their flare ups triggered by spreading pathogenic proteins, possible failure of regulatory immune cells to control the destructive reaction of effector immune cells against host constituents and so forth. An example of repeated flare ups is the MS [25, 94] . The numerous repeated periods when large amounts of healthy cells are damaged can lead to serious tissue or organ destruction and even lethal result for the patients.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, a kinetic type model of general autoimmune disease is presented. The modeled problem is solved numerically. The numerical solutions represent several typical dynamics of autoimmune diseases resulting from viral infection (absence of disease, mild symptoms, chronic disease, flare ups and severe autoimmune disease).
The presented results and further development of the model can be useful for the better understanding of the group of autoimmune diseases. The results confirm the evidence that the viral infections and damaged cells can be very potent pro-inflammatory triggers and sources for self-antigens for specific immune cells thus leading to chronic or severe autoimmune diseases [25, 94] .
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